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What are the five key things needed to become successful?
1. Sign up with a TeamBuilder Pack.
2. Go on the AutoShip Program.
3. Become a minimum of a Director Rank.
4. Duplicate this in your organization.
5. Tune into all Conference Calls, Webinars and attend all Conventions so you can continue to build your 

knowledge of Stemtech and all the wonderful tools offered to you.

Terms and Definitions
1. PPV – Personal Point Value:  The points assigned to your personal orders and those of your RetailDirect 

customers, for purposes of qualifying for earnings in the compensation plan.

2. APPV – AutoShip Personal Point Value:  The points assigned to your personal  AutoShip orders and those of 
your RetailDirect customers, for purposes of qualifying for earnings in the compensation plan.

3. OGV – Organizational Group Volume:  Your GPVCM and the GPVCM of your organization through 6 
generations of qualified Directors, and includes all RetailDirect sales PV, wholesale sales PV and FastStart sales 
PV. OGV includes OPV from the AutoShip unilevel program.

4. AOPV – Autoship Organization Point Value: your PPV, plus the PPV of your entire 7-level AutoShip Unilevel 
Program organization. 

5. GPVCM – (StepUp Program) Group Point Value Current Month:  Your personal PV, plus the PV of your 
downline distributors who are not under a qualified Director or higher in the current qualifying month. 
(Includes TeamBuilder, StepUp and AutoShip PV).

6. GPVT – (StepUp Program) Group Point Value Total:  Your personal PV, plus the PV of your downline 
distributors who are not under a qualified Director or higher in the last and current qualifying months. 
(Includes TeamBuilder, StepUp and AutoShip PV).

7. DGPV – (StepUp Program) Director Group Point Value:  As a Director, your personal PV, plus the PV of your 
downline distributors who are not under a qualified Director or higher. (Includes TeamBuilder, StepUp and 
AutoShip PV). Up to 200 PPV of your own and 200 AutoShip PV of your personal enrolled qualified Directors 
counts towards DGPV to qualify for generational override commissions.

8. OPV – (AutoShip) Organization Point Value:  You’re APPV, plus the APPV of your 7-level AutoShip Unilevel 
organization. This is the total Point Value of your AutoShip organization, through 7 levels.

9. OGV – (StepUp Program) Organizational Group Value:  Your GPV and the GPV of your StepUp Program 
organization through 6 generations of qualified Directors, and includes all Retail sales PV, wholesale sales PV 
and TeamBuilder sales PV. OGV also includes OPV from the AutoShip Unilevel program.
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Rank & Advancement
1. Why hasn’t my rank changed in the Back Office even though I have qualified for a new rank?  Rank 

updates are processed and updated in the Back Office once commissions for that qualifying month have 
been processed.  Commissions are paid on the 15th of the month for the previous month (if the 15th is a 
business day).  
Example: November Commissions are paid December 15th

2. How do I qualify as a Director?  To qualify as a Director a Distributor needs to accumulate 5,000 GPV with 
a minimum 100 PPV (they can use 2 consecutive months volume but will need at least 2500 GPV in the 
qualifying month along with 100 PPV in both months). When “pushing up” to Director by someone in your 
downline achieving Director in a given month, you can only count 4,000 GPV from that Director Leg volume 
towards your 5,000 GPV requirement (requiring you to use 1,000 points from outside that leg).

3. What is the difference between Personally Qualified & Fully Qualified?  To be personally qualified you 
must have 100 PPV as a Distributor (regardless of rank; this qualifies you to earn StepUp Commissions). To be 
Fully-Qualified pertains to being the rank of Director or higher; you must have 100 PPV and 1000 DGPV each 
month (which is required to earn Generational Overrides).

4. What is the difference between ‘Active’ Director and ‘Fully Qualified’ Director?  Active Directors are 
directors who have been fully qualified once in the last 3 months and have met the 100 PPV current month 
requirement each of the last 3 months. Fully-qualified Directors have met their 100 PPV and 1000 DGPV 
qualifications within the current month.

5. How do I advance in rank further after I become a Director?  By duplicating yourself and building other 
Director legs. A Director must be Fully-Qualified (100 PPV 1000 DGPV) to advance in rank as do the downline 
Directors being used to count for that rank advancement.  In order to advance to Senior Director rank or 
higher, all Directors involved MUST be Fully Qualified that month (yourself and your downline Director legs).

6. Why was I not paid for Generational Override commission?  A Director must be Fully-Qualified (100 PPV 
and 1,000 DGPV) to earn Generational Override commissions.

7. What PPV & downline Director PPV/GPV can be used towards the 1,000 DGPV requirements?  Up to 
200 PPV and up to 200 APPV from personally enrolled fully-qualified Directors. All PPV from your downline 
Distributors that are not under a qualified Director will also count towards your DGPV. Notice up to 200 APPV 
from your personally enrolled Directors; if your Director only has 50 APPV –regardless of their group size, you 
can only use 50 APPV towards your DGPV. It is up to 200 of their APPV.

8. For counting towards my DGPV, if I personally enrolled and sponsored A, A personally enrolled and 
sponsored B, B personally enrolled and sponsored C, I personally enrolled D, and C is the placement-
sponsor of D. Eventually, A, B, C, D, all became Directors… are A and D both my personally-enrolled 
1st-generation directors?  Distributor A and D are both Personally Enrolled, BUT ONLY A is your Personally 
Enrolled 1st-generation Director... D would be your 4th generation Director (assuming A, B & C are Directors)
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Enrollment & Bonuses
1. How to get paid Enroller Bonuses?  A Distributor will need a minimum of one bottle on AutoShip (personal 

or VIP customer) to qualify for enroller bonuses.

2. Why am I not paid Enroller/TeamBuilder Bonuses?  When will they be received? Enroller bonuses are paid 
weekly when a Distributor is on Direct Deposit.  If a Distributor is not on Direct Deposit, Enroller/TBBs are 
included with the monthly commission check.

3. What is the TeamBuilder Program?  The TeamBuilder Program is a recent addition to Stemtech’s already-
generous Compensation Plan. TeamBuilder is designed to put more commissions more quickly into the 
pockets of new Distributors, and to encourage more people to continue building their Stemtech business 
from the ongoing bonus potential.

4. How do I qualify for TeamBuilder Enroller Bonuses?  A Distributor needs to maintain a minimum 
of 50 APPV (personal or VIP) and personally enroll a Distributor who purchases one of the qualifying 
TeamBuilder Packs.

5. Why do I need to purchase a TeamBuilder Pack?  The clear advantage to purchase a TeamBuilder Pack is the 
potential to earn greater up-front bonuses.

6. Am I required to participate in the TeamBuilder Program?  No, you are not required, but the TeamBuilder 
Pack is the best option for any Business Builder to sign up with. New Enrollees in those markets which have 
implemented the TeamBuilder Program will be able to enroll with a TeamBuilder Pack, making them eligible 
to participate in the TeamBuilder Program, or, they may choose to purchase the Business Development 
Training System, which does not make them eligible to participate in the TeamBuilder Program.

7. What bonuses can I earn with TeamBuilder?  When qualified in the TeamBuilder Program you may be 
eligible to earn the Enroller Bonus of $25, $50 or $100 depending on the TeamBuilder Pack purchased. The 
TeamBuilder Bonus of $40, $80 or $200 and the Matching Bonus of $20, $40, or $100 depending on the 
TeamBuilder Pack purchased.

8. Will I be required to purchase the TeamBuilder Pack if I enrolled before the start of the TeamBuilder 
Program in my market? If you enrolled with any Fast Start Pack or Business Development Training 
System and wish to participate in the TeamBuilder Program, you will need to purchase a TeamBuilder Pack. 
Otherwise, it is not mandatory, but is an option for you if you decide to participate in the lucrative program.

9. Is there a limit to how many people I can enroll and earn the Enroller Bonus?  As long as you remain on 
active AutoShip with at least 50 APPV you will be eligible to receive the Enroller Bonus for every person you 
personally enroll, without limits.

10. How do I qualify for TeamBuilder and 50% Matching Bonuses?  To qualify for TeamBuilder and Matching 
Bonuses, in addition to above Enroller Bonus requirement, a Distributor must purchase a TeamBuilder 
Pack (TBP) themselves. Once you personally enroll 4 + Distributors who purchases a TeamBuilder Pack, 
TeamBuilder Bonuses will be paid on your 4th, 5th, 6th (through infinity) personally enrolled TBP downline 
Distributors; in addition to the Enroller Bonus. To earn qualify for Matching Bonuses a Distributor must 
personally enroller 5 Distributors who purchase a TeamBuilder Pack

11. Who do I earn TeamBuilder Bonuses on?  When you are qualified to earn TeamBuilder Bonuses, you 
will start earning them with your 4th Personally Enrolled TBP Distributor (infinite wide) and their 3 X 3 
organization. So for each of your 4 plus first three TBP Sign Ups, you will receive a TeamBuilder Bonus. In 
addition to those first three, you will also earn a TBB on their first three Sign Ups and so on through infinite 
levels deep (so you can earn a TBB on your 4th personal enrollment, and then for each of their first 3 TBP Sign 
Ups, and then those 3 first three, then those 9 first three, then those 27 first three and so on).

12. How do I earn for 50% Matching Bonuses?  Once you personally enroll 5 Distributors who purchases a 
TeamBuilder Pack, you can start earning 50% Matching Bonuses on the TBB earned by your Foundation 
Team. Each time a Distributor in your Foundation Team earns a TeamBuilder Bonus, you will earn the 50% 
Matching Bonus.

13. What is a Foundation Team?  Your Foundation Team is your selected three (3) Personally Enrolled 
TeamBuilder Pack, or TeamBuilder Manager Leadership Pack Distributors that help drive your business. 
As they earn TeamBuilder Bonuses, you will earn a 50% Matching Bonus for each TBB they earn, if you 
are qualified.
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14. How much time do I have to “Lock In” my Foundation Team?  You have eight (8) weeks to lock in your 
Foundation Team following the enrollment of your first Personally Enrolled TeamBuilder Pack Distributor. 
Foundation Teams not locked in by the 8-week deadline will be locked in by Stemtech, which will select the 
first three (3) Personally Enrolled TeamBuilder Distributors from your organization based on enrollment date.

15. What will happen if I don’t “Lock In” my Foundation Team in time?  After the 8-week period, the computer 
will automatically select the first 3 personally-enrolled people who purchase the TeamBuilder Pack and place 
them on your Foundation Team

16. Who should I put on my Foundation Team?  Every Enroller should choose his/her Foundation Team within 
the 8-week selection period. Careful consideration should be given to the skills, capabilities and commitment 
of these people to ensure the maximum possible growth of your Foundation Team, thus maximizing your 
earnings from the 50% Matching Bonus

17. How will I know who in my organization is participating in the TeamBuilder Program?  There is a section 
in the BackOffice for TeamBuilder which shows your Personally Enrolled Distributors who are participating, 
as well as details of who makes up your Foundation Team, and other important information. You can find this 
under the Home page of your Back office “Lock in your Foundation Team”, and TeamBuilder Downline links.
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Earnings
1. Can I still earn commission on their orders if my downline is at a higher rank than me?  Downline can 

be a higher rank than the upline. However, the upline will not earn StepUp commission/Rebates on the 
non-AutoShip orders for that downline or their group as there is no percentage difference to the upline’s 
advantage. The upline will be able to earn Generational Overrides and AutoShip commissions on that 
downline’s group if they have reached qualification for the level that downline is on.

2. Are there any restrictions to signing up people up if I came in purchasing $35 Distributor Kit versus 
a $299 TeamBuilder Pack?  There is no difference as any Distributor can sign people up. Each Distributor 
must meet the qualifications for each part of the compensation program to earn commissions in each part. 
The enroller can earn the $50 enroller bonus for the Distributor purchasing the TeamBuilder Pack as long as 
they (or their VIP customer) have the 1 bottle (50 APPV) AutoShip order. If a Distributor joins purchasing the 
TeamBuilder Pack they can be eligible to earn TeamBuilder Bonuses and Matching Bonuses.

3. What happens to my commissions if I don’t have my AutoShip order process one month?  AutoShip 
orders help to qualify Distributors for commissions, if an AutoShip order does not process for a month, this 
can affect commissions that are paid to the Distributor, and this includes AutoShip commissions, TeamBuilder 
Bonus commissions and StepUp commissions.

4. Why am I not getting paid more when I am ordering an 8 bottle AutoShip a month? Distributors are 
not paid on their own AutoShip orders. The personal AutoShip order helps to qualify Distributors to earn 
AutoShip Unilevel commissions on their downline AutoShips orders.

5. What does the “ending rank” indicate in the Back Office?  That would be the qualified and paid as rank you 
have achieved at the end of a monthly commission.

6. When are commissions paid?  Monthly commissions are paid on or about the 15th of the following 
month for the previous month’s commission. TeamBuilder bonuses can be paid weekly if you are set up for 
direct deposit.

7. How many bottles do I need on AutoShip to earn commission on my downline’s AutoShip orders?
•	 1 bottle AutoShip, 50 PPV (personal or VIP) & 1 personally enrolled Distributor with an AutoShip order 

(personal or VIP) - Earns a/s commissions 3 levels deep, 7% of BV on Distributors AutoShip orders.
•	 2 bottle AutoShip, 100 PPV (personal or VIP) & 3 personally enrolled Distributors with AutoShip orders 

(personal or VIP) & 1,000 OPV (50% rule applies) - Earns a/s commissions 5 levels deep, 7% of BV on 
Distributors AutoShip orders.

•	 4 bottle AutoShip, 200 PPV (personal or VIP) & 5 personally enrolled Distributors with AutoShip orders 
(personal or VIP) & 5,000 OPV (50% rule applies) - Earns a/s commissions 7 levels deep, 7% of BV on 
Distributors AutoShip orders.

8. I notice I get 7% on Distributors AutoShip orders, how much do I get for VIP Customer’s AutoShip 
orders?  If you, a Distributor, personally enroll a VIP Customer you will earn 34% of the BV from their AutoShip 
purchases to your VIP Point Account. For the VIP Customers that your downline Distributors recruit, you will 
receive 2% of the BV from their AutoShip order with your commissions.

Example: Distributor at Manager Rank purchases a SE2 case 

$299.70 (case total $49.95 per bottle, 6 bottles)
+$10.00 estimate on shipping cost
$309.70 Order total

$29.97 10% rebate EARNED on non-AutoShip order
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VIP Customers & Points
1. What is a VIP Point Account?  Your Point Account holds the commissions earned from your VIP Customer’s 

purchases. Once your Point Account contains enough points to pay for your AutoShip, you will notice you will 
not be charged for your order; your VIP Points have covered the cost! 

2. What if I have more Points in my Point Account then the cost of my AutoShip each month?  If you begin 
to accrue more points than the average cost of your order, you can contact your local Distributor Services 
office to ‘Cash Out’ your VIP Points. Each point is equivalent to a dollar in your local currency (example, for the 
US, 1 VIP Point= $1 USD, or for Ghana, 1 VIP Point=1 GHC)

3. Do I earn any VIP Points when my VIP Customers recruit other VIP Customers?  Any VIP Customer who 
refers another VIP Customer will share 34% of the BV earnings in points with the upline.
•	 60% of the credit is given to the VIP Customer who enrolls any VIP Customer for each AutoShip order. 

(The upline Distributor receives 40%) Any VIP Customer, who refers a Retail Customer, will share the Retail 
Profit earnings in points with the upline.

•	 VIP enroller receives 40% of the retail profit. (The upline Distributor receives 60%).

4. What is Retail Profit?  Retail Profit is the difference between the Retail and Wholesale price for a single 
product. The Retail Profit for SE2 is $12; 63.95-51.95=12

5. Why is my Retail Customer referred to as a VIP Customer?  A VIP Customer is a Retail Customer who is 
on AutoShip. VIP Customers receive 25% off the retail price of their AutoShip order, which is the same as the 
Wholesale AutoShip price.

6. Where can I view my VIP Points I have earned?  In your Back Office under the “Quick Links” section “VIP Points”. You can 
also view your VIP Points under the “My Reports” section in your Back Office under “Commission Volume Preview”.

Qualifications
1. What is the 50% rule and when does it apply?  No more than 50% of OPV or OGV volume requirement 

can come from any one leg of your organization when trying to qualify for AutoShip commissions or StepUp 
Generational Overrides.

2. Why do you recommend no more than 4-6 bottles on any AutoShip order?  There are no commissions 
earned from a Distributors personal AutoShip order and a 4-bottle order maximizes your qualifications on 
AutoShip. However, once a Distributor reaches at least the Supervisor rank they can earn StepUp rebates on 
their own non-AutoShip orders.

3. Can StemFlo qualify me for commissions?  StemFlo® has the same PV as SE2® (AutoShip or non-AutoShip) 
and can be used for any compensation program volume requirements, as well as any of our Stemtech 
products (with the required PV associated with it).

4. What product orders can be used for AutoShip Unilevel commission qualifications?  Any AutoShip order 
for SE2, StemFlo, ST-5™ with MigraStem, DermaStem® Renewal Serum, StemSport, StemPets® Advanced 
Formula or StemEquine® Advanced Formula can help meet qualifications. The minimum volume requirement 
must be met in order to earn AutoShip Unilevel commissions.

5. Will I ever lose my rank?  Rank is never taken away from a Distributor but the minimum requirements 
through the StepUp Generation program (100 PPV) must be met for rebates and commissions to be paid out 
at that rank on any non-AutoShip orders. Your Paid As rank may vary pending on your group volume etc. for 
the month.

6. If an order is placed on the last day of the month, when will I get commissions on that order?  
Commissions are calculated based on the order date. For example, if an order date is 12/30/12, the volume will 
be calculated in December and any commissions earn can be paid out in the December monthly commission run 
on or about 1/15/13.

7. Do I have to have an AutoShip order to qualify for commissions?  AutoShip PPV is required for the 
AutoShip Unilevel and TeamBuilder Bonus compensation programs. AutoShip PPV can be used to qualify for 
the StepUp Generation compensation program but is not limited to the AutoShip PV. Non-AutoShip orders, 
that equate to 100 PPV or more, qualify a Distributor to earn commissions through the StepUp Generation 
program without any additional AutoShip PPV.
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StemPay & Rewards Points
1. What is StemPay?  StemPay allows you to instantly receive your commissions and you have the flexibility to 

transfer funds where you want.

2. How do I set up StemPay?  Once you sign up as a New Distributor a wallet is created for you, you will receive 
an email with a link to activate your account. The link will take you directly to the activation page on www.
StemPay.com where you will provide the requested information– it’ll only take a few minutes! There is a 
video tutorial on how to activate your account on the website. Your wallet will automatically be set up to have 
all funds directly sent to your bank account when the account has been set up. To avoid the $1.10 transfer fee, 
you will need to go into your StemPay account and undo this option. This can be found at the CashOut link 
under Wallet tools on the left hand side of the page. From there, you just need to click on the green “disable” 
link under the Automated CashOut Option.

3. Are there rewards for using StemPay?  You can get a Stemtech HealthSciences, Inc branded Visa® PrePaid 
Debit Card which is funder from your earned commissions. And now you even earn Rewards points 
automatically for every one of your Stemtech purchases! You can earn up to a MAXIMUM of 40 rewards 
points per dollar spent when you pay for your AutoShip orders using the payment method StemPay 
E-Wallet You can also earn points using the following 
payment methods:
•	 Non A/S orders with payment method of anything OTHER than payment card (StemPay) get 10 points.
•	 AutoShip Orders with payment method of anything OTHER than payment card (StemPay) get 20 

points.
•	 Non A/S Orders with payment method of payment card (StemPay) get 30 points.

o You can track your Rewards Program and points in your Back Office under ‘Quick Links’ on the left 
side navigation boxes.

4. Where can I view my Rewards Points I have earned?  In your Back Office under the “Quick Links” section 
“Rewards Points”. 
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Market Pending & EU Retail
1. Do Market Pending Distributors earn commissions?  Market Pending Distributors are virtual Distributors 

who are located in countries we are not yet open in. Market Pending Distributors do not have the availability 
to buy product directly from Stemtech nor are they able to earn commissions yet. However, they can build 
their organizations. With building a downline now this can create significant commissions that would be 
available to them once their country does open and their organization of Market Pending Distributors 
convert to become full fledged Distributors. 

2. What is the difference between a Market Pending Distributor and an EU Retail Direct customer?  Market 
Pending Distributors are Virtual Distributors who can create organizations in open countries and non-open 
countries with the availability to become Active Distributors once their country opens. EU Retail Direct 
customers live in the EU and are able to purchase product from the UK office.

3. Can I earn commissions from my EU Retail Direct customers?  Yes, a Distributor in an open country has the 
availability to earn any commissions from an EU Retail Direct Customer or EU Virtual Distributor.

4. If I have more questions on the Back Office or Compensation Plan who should I contact?  Your enroller 
is always the best person to contact regarding how to build a successful business or questions on the 
compensation plan. We always recommended you work with your upline who have mastered this business. 
Of course you can also contact your local friendly Distributor Services Team as we are always here to support 
your business. 


